
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA

WESTERN DIVISION

AMERIX COPRORATION, )
)

and )
) VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND REQUEST

3C INCORPORATED, ) FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT
)

Plaintiffs, )
)
)

CONSUMER EDUCATION SERVICES, )
INC., )

)
)
)

Defendant. )
)

Plaintiffs Amerix Corporation ("Amerix") and 3C Incorporated ("3C") (collectively, the

"Plaintiffs" ) allege for its Complaint and request for Declaratory Judgment against Defendant

Consumer Education Services, Inc. ("CESI" or "Defendant" ) as follows:

INTRODUCTION

This Complaint involves two distinct disputes. The f irst arises out of and concerns

CESI's attempt and ability to enforce a multi-state Attorneys General consent decree or consent

judgment to which it was neither a party nor an intended beneficiary in an effort to avoid

fulfilling their otherwise unambiguous and undisputed contractual obligations to Amerix. The

second dispute arises out of the business relationship between CESI, a non-profit credit

counseling agency ("CCA"), and Amerix, which, for approximately 12 years, has provided
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certain back office, marketing, and technological services to CESI (" Services" ) pursuant to one

or more written agreements that were negotiated at arm's length and executed by both parties.

In exchange for Amerix's provision of such Services, CESI agreed to pay Amerix various

fees (" Fees" ), including a portion of revenue received from clients (" Clients" ) participating in

debt management plans ("DMPs") and a portion of revenue from creditors of those Clients. In

negotiating the parties' agreements, Amerix agreed to and did discount specific initial and

interim fees including, without limitation, infrastructure-related and marketing fees that CESI

would otherwise be required to pay in consideration of CESI's agreement that upon expiration of

the agreements, there would be a sufficient tail or run-off period during which Amerix continued

to provide Services for existing Clients with active DMPs. This structure was established and

agreed to by the parties so that Amerix would be able to recoup discounted upfront fees through

the collection of backend service fees during a discrete runoff period for then existing DMP

clients, or, if CESI insisted upon assuming all Services that Amerix was then providing to

Clients, then CESI would make up the difference on the backend by paying Amerix a discretely

calculable fee in connection with immediately terminating the relationship, which is expressed in

the parties' agreements as an early termination fee, because it relates to CESI insisting that

Amerix "stop performing Services." CESI has repeatedly agreed to this structure, both in

entering into its agreements with Plaintiffs and in extending the agreements multiple times.

CESI has enjoyed the benefits of the described agreements' architecture, and Amerix has relied

upon it while providing Services to CESI's clients and organizing its own business.

Now, after entering into multiple short term extensions, ostensibly to provide an

opportunity to negotiate a new long term agreement, and after significant and time-consuming

negotiations to that end, CESI has communicated that due to Internal Revenue Service related
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concerns it wishes to allow the agreements to expire. Plaintiffs believe that CESI's stated

reasons for wanting the agreements to expire are false. Instead, Plaintiffs believe that discovery

will show that CESI wishes for the parties' relationship and related agreements to expire because

CESI wishes to invest in expansion of its business model and, in connection with that change, to

assume responsibility for provision of the Services that Amerix has historically provided to

CESI's Clients during each Client's DMP plan period (" Effective Period(s)"). While pursued

and articulated in a less than transparent manner, that decision is one that CESI is free to make.

Amerix has not limited CESI's ability to terminate any agreements and does not wish to take any

action to limit CESI. However, CESI has taken the additional step of abandoning its contractual

obligations and agreements in favor of pursuing its own business ends at Plaintiffs' expense.

Amerix cannot sit idly by while CESI seeks to take advantage of untruths, abuses its position and

similarly abuses Amerix's reliance upon CESI's good faith and fair dealing.

Here, Plaintiffs allege causes of action for declaratory judgment, breach of contract, and

unfair and deceptive trade practices against Defendant arising out of CESI's attempts to avoid its

contractual obligations, including some such breaches that involved unfair and deceptive

behavior during the course of the relationship. Plaintiffs' declaratory judgment claim relates to

the scope, breadth and applicability of an arbitration provision contained in one of the parties'

agreements and to CESI's standing to enforce an unrelated consent decree or consent judgment

between Amerix and the Attorneys General of Maryland and North Carolina. T h is cause of

action also seeks to have this Court adjudicate contract and tort claims brought by Amerix

against CESI. Amerix's breach of contract claim relates to: (1) CESI's refusal to comply with

1 Additional Attorneys General were parties to the subject consent decree or consent judgment, but the most relevant
for purposes of this action are Maryland, because the Maryland Attorney General led the negotiation, and North
Carolina, because this action is pending in the State of North Carolina.
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unambiguous obligations to which it agreed, and which contemplate either continued Services

and Fee collection by Amerix following expiration of the agreements between the parties during

a tail or runoff period or, alternatively, payment of a discretely calculable backend payment to be

made to Amerix i n c o nnection w i th the agreements' expiration and CESI's insistence that

Amerix "stop providing Services" to Clients early; (2) CESI's failure to reveal certain revenue

that it received from CitiFinancial Network and CitiFinancial Retail Services (collectively,

"CitiGroup"), the receipt of which triggered contractual revenue sharing obligations, and CESI's

related failure to make the required payments to Amerix; and (3) certain other breaches of

contractual obligations that CESI owes in connection with the expiration of the business

relationship and related losses that Plaintiffs will suffer. Amerix's claim for unfair or deceptive

acts or practices against CESI arises out of extra-contractual behavior related to CESI's unfair

and deceptive concealment from Amerix of certain revenues and fees that CESI received from

creditors, a portion of which CESI was obligated to pay to Amerix in connection with its

Services, and in connection with CESI's conduct concerning the short term extension of the

agreements and negotiation of an updated service agreement.

PARTIES

1. Pl ai n t i f f Amerix is a Maryland Corporation with its principal place of business in

Columbia, Maryland.

2. Pl ai n t i f f 3C is a Maryland Corporation with its principal place of business in

Columbia, Maryland.

3. Defe ndant CESI is a North Carolina non-profit corporation with its principal place

of business in Raleigh, North Carolina.
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URISDICTION AND VENUE

4. This Court has personal jurisdiction over CESI because it is a 501c-3 non-profit

corporation that is incorporated in and operates within the State of North Carolina, and CESI is

thus subject to the ju r isdiction of t h i s Court . M or eover, CESI t ransacts business in North

Carolina and has sufficient minimum contacts with this State.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over all claims in this action pursuant

to 28 U.S.C. ) 1332, because complete diversity of citizenship exists between Amerix and CESI,

and the total amount in controversy, including Amerix equitable claims, exceeds the sum of

$75,000.

6. This Court also has subject matter jurisdiction over this dispute pursuant to 12

U.S.C. ))1331, et seq., because Amerix's claims for Declaratory Judgment pursuant to 28 U.S.C.

) 2201 present a federal question.

7. V enu e is proper in the Eastern District of North Carolina pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ))

1391(a)(1) and (2) because CESI's principal place of business is in Raleigh, North Carolina,

which is situated in the Eastern District; and because a substantial part of the events or omissions

giving rise to the claims occurred within the Eastern District of North Carolina.

FACTS

CESI and Amerix Enter into the Agreements

8. CESI i s a nonprofit corporation in the business of providing consumer credit

counseling services.
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9. A mer i x provides a range of services, including marketing, internet services, and

customer interface technology, for cl ients in the f inancial services and credit counseling

industries.

10. On J u ly 13, 2007, Amerix entered into a Service Agreement with CESI. The

Service Agreement is a binding and enforceable contract, a true and accurate copy of which is

attached as Exhibit 1.

11. A l s o on July 13, 2007, Amerix entered into an Addendum with CESI. T he

Addendum is incorporated into the Service Agreement and it is a binding and enforceable

contract, a true and accurate copy of which is attached as Exhibit 2.

12. O n October 30, 2008, Amerix entered into an Amendment to Service Agreement

(" Amendment" ) with CESI. The Amendment is a binding and enforceable contract, a true and

accurate copy of which is attached as Exhibit 3.

13. Sta t ed broadly, the Service Agreement, the Amendment, the Addendum, and other

similar prior agreements, amendments, and addenda between the parties (collectively referred to

herein as the "Agreements" ) create the construct of the business relationship between Amerix

and CESI, and they require Amerix to provide certain defined Services to CESI and, by

extension, its Clients, in exchange for certain reduced interim fees and backend or tailing

Services or Early Termination Fees.

14. A me r ix 's relationship with CESI is defined and controlled by the Agreements.

15. CE S I 's obligations to Amerix are controlled by the provisions and construct of the

Agreements.

16. A me r ix has performed all obligations owed by it pursuant to the Agreements and

is prepared to perform those backend or tailing Services that are contemplated in the Agreements
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or, alternatively, is prepared to immediately work to transition those Services to CESI in

consideration of CESI's fulfillment of its early termination obligations in the event it instructs

Amerix to immediately "stop performing Services." (See, Exhibit 1, $ 17 & Exhibit 3, $ 6B).

17. Pa r agraph 3 of the Service Agreement states that in consideration of the services

to be provided by Amerix to CESI, CESI will pay to Amerix "the Service Fees described in

Schedule B and other fees and charges described in this Agreement."

18. Th ese "Service Fees,""other fees" and "charges", all Fees as referenced herein,

were carefully negotiated and their sum and collection in full was intended to constitute full

consideration for the services and obligations that Amerix owed, has performed and continues to

perform pursuant to the Agreements.

19. O n e of the fees described in the Service Agreement is "Revenue" received from

clients' creditors. Paragraph 42 of Schedule B of the Service Agreement defines "Revenue" as

"Fair Share Payments received from creditors." Paragraph 22 of Schedule B of the Service

Agreement defines "Fair Share Payment" as "all donations or other payments received by or

payable to you from creditors in connection with credit counseling activities, including all sums

customarily paid by creditors to debt counseling services as 'fair share payments.'"

20. Paragraph 6A of the Amendment and Schedule B of the Service Agreement

provide that CESI will pay Amerix a certain percentage of Revenue it receives.

21. Paragraph 17 of the Service Agreement and Paragraph 6B of the Amendment

provide that if the Agreements expire, Amerix has the right to continue providing Services to the

existing Clients until each Client's Effective Period has expired, and the right to receive fees

from CESI for Services provided. However, CESI retains the right at any time to instruct Amerix

to stop performing Services for Clients during their Effective Period(s). If CESI chooses to issue
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such instruction contemporaneously with the expiration of the Agreements, then that constitutes

an early termination event and triggers certain related fees, which were negotiated and designed

to insure that Amerix would and could receive the benefit of its bargain.

22. The Service Agreement, Amendment and Addendum collectively and clearly

contemplate that Amerix's services will not conclude immediately upon expiration of the parties'

agreements. Instead, the negotiated and agreed model clearly entails that expiration of the

Agreement merely results in Amerix non-Client Service obligations ending and that Amerix

would not perform any Services for new Clients who do not have existing DMPs. Amerix has

the right, at its discretion to continue servicing any Clients with active DMPs that have not been

completed or terminated until such time as those DMPs are completed or terminated, and CESI

has the obligation to continue to pay Amerix its requisite Fees during that finite runoff period or,

alternatively to pay Amerix a fee associated with an early instruction for it to "stop performing

Services" (" Early Termination Fee") or, again alternatively, to pay Amerix its actual damages

associated with CESI's decision to breach the Agreements' implicit and explicit provisions.

23. Paragraphs 17 of the Service Agreement and 6B of the Amendment clearly and

collectively contemplate that CESI can create an early termination event in more than one way.

For CESI to direct that Amerix stop performing Services in connection with Clients that have

either made a payment within 30 days of the date on which Amerix stops performing Services,

whose household status is not "Cancelled" or "Paid in Full" on the date Amerix stops performing

Services, and whose Effective Period has not expired on the date Amerix stops performing

Services is an early termination event regardless of whether the Agreements themselves have

otherwise expired.
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24. Schedule B of the Service Agreement and Paragraph 6A of the Amendment

provide formulas for the Fees owed by CESI, both during the term of the agreements and for so

long as Amerix provides any Services with respect to any Client.

25. W h e n Amerix and CESI negotiated the Agreements, CESI specifically bargained

for lower upfront and interim fees to be paid to Amerix in connection with marketing and

infrastructure required to provide the Client Services, in exchange for a payment system where

Amerix would have an opportunity to make up the difference on the backend during the Client

Services runoff period or, alternatively, through payment and receipt of the discrete and

calculable fees associated with any early termination of Amerix's services by CESI. The Service

Fees and the formula for calculating them as well as the expiration and termination terms and

conditions were structured in anticipation of the costs and losses that Amerix would incur if the

Agreements expired and if and when CESI terminated the agreements or forced Amerix to stop

performing Services for existing Clients.

26. Nei t her the runoff period, the Service Fees, nor the Early Termination Fee were

negotiated to be or intended as a limitation upon CESI's ability to control participation in the

Agreements, nor an effort to force perpetuation of the relationship, and in fact, continuation of

Services by Amerix for then existing DMPs would be for a finite, not perpetual, period, as those

existing DMPs naturally runoff. These fees were not negotiated or intended as penalties for the

expiration of the Agreements or the cessation of business between CESI and Amerix. Moreover,

Paragraph 17 of the Service Agreement and Paragraph 6B of the Amendment make clear that

these fees will be paid to Amerix by CESI even after the Agreements expire on October 31,

2011.

9
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27. No n e of the Agreements have been declared illegal, unconscionable, or otherwise

unenforceable, nor have they been rendered impossible to perform.

28. A me r ix has fully performed its obligations under the Agreements.

29. Pre sently, there are approximately 58,000 Clients with existing DMPs that have

not been cancelled and whose related client households have not been declared cancelled or paid

in full and whose Effective Period have not expired.

30. No w , after entering into multiple short term extensions, ostensibly to provide an

opportunity to negotiate a new long term agreement, and after significant and time-consuming

negotiations to that end, CESI has communicated that due to Internal Revenue Service related

concerns it wishes to allow the Agreements to expire. Plaintiffs believe that CESI's stated

reasons for wanting the Agreements to expire are false. Instead, Plaintiffs believe that CESI

wishes for the parties' relationship and related Agreements to expire because CESI wishes to

invest in expansion of i t s business model and, in connection with that change, to assume

responsibility for provision of the Services that Amerix has historically provided to CESI's

Clients during their respective Effective Period(s).

31. CE S I has an unlimited ability to permit the Agreements to expire. However,

CESI's related contract obligation is to either permit Amerix, at Amerix's discretion, to continue

performing Services related to those Clients on the requisite and agreed fee schedule until such

time as their respective DMP is terminated or they are paid in full or, alternatively, to instruct

Amerix to "stop performing Services" for those Clients as quickly as a transition can be effected

(which CESI has chosen to do) and pay to Amerix the discretely calculable Early Termination

Fee contemplated in Paragraph 6B of the Amendment such that Amerix can recoup its actual

damages associated with being forced to prematurely stop providing Services.
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32. CE S I i s i n b reach of the Agreements, because it has chosen to allow the

Agreements to expire by their own terms and has contemporaneously demanded that Amerix

transition existing Client service work to CESI immediately or as quickly as possible and,

thereby, has ordered that Amerix effectively terminate or "stop performing Services" early, and

CESI has notified Amerix that it refuses to make ongoing fee payments. Thereby CESI has both

breached the Agreements and caused Amerix to suffer actual damages. And, Amerix's actual

damages continue to mount from day to day due to CESI's on-going breach.

33. A me r ix is entitled to enforce the provisions of the Agreements, and to require

CESI to perform its obligations under the same.

The Consent Decree

34. Up o n i n formation and belief, at some point prior to 2010, the Office of the

Attorney General for the State of Maryland initiated an investigation into Amerix's business

practices. Several other states' Attorneys General, including North Carolina's, joined the

investigation. The investigation resulted in the filing of a Complaint by the Maryland Attorney

General for a permanent injunction and other relief.

35. On o r about November 4, 2010, Amerix fully settled and resolved its dispute with

the Maryland Attorney General as well as all investigations by other involved Attorneys General

by and through a uniform consent decree or consent judgment.

36. The only parties to the Maryland Consent Decree were the State of Maryland,

Office of the Attorney General, Consumer Protection Division; AscendOne Corporation; Amerix

Corporation; CareOne Services, Inc.; Freedompoint Financial Corporation; 3C, Inc. and Bernaldo

Dancel, the CEO of AscendOne Corporation (the "Consent Decree" ), a true and accurate copy of

the Consent Decree is attached as Exhibit 4.
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37. On o r about November 2, 2010, Amerix entered into a substantively identical

agreement (the "North Carolina Consent Judgment" or "Consent Judgment" ) with the State of

North Carolina. L ike the Maryland Consent Decree, the only parties to the North Carolina

Consent Judgment were the State of North Carolina, Office of the Attorney General, Consumer

Protection Division; AscendOne Corporation; Amerix Corporation; CareOne Services, Inc.;

Freedompoint Financial Corporation; 3C, Inc.; and Bernaldo Dancel, a true and accurate copy of

the North Carolina Consent Judgment is attached as Exhibit 5.

38. The Consent Decree contains various allegations regarding the services Amerix

provides for CCAs as well as Amerix's position that it has not violated any law. Ex. 4, pp. 6-8.

39. Pa r agraph 22 of the Consent Decree provides that "this Consent shall not

constitute an admission of law or fact by any party[.]" Ex. 4, $ 23.

40. Pu r suant to Paragraph 49 of the Consent Decree, Amerix agreed that it will not

"limit the rights of any [CCA] to cancel any Service Agreement" but that "[n]othing in this

paragraph shall prevent [Amerix] from seeking to recover actual damages against a [CCA]

arising from [its] cancellation of any Service Agreement, including any costs that [Amerix]

incurred in reliance that the [CCA] would fufill its Service Agreement[.]" Ex. 4, $ 49.

41. CESI was neither a party to the Consent Decree nor the Consent Judgment.

42. CE S I was not referenced as an intended beneficiary within the Consent Decree or

the Consent Judgment.

43. CE S I is not empowered to enforce and has no standing to enforce any provision of

either the Consent Decree or the Consent Judgment.

44. A s t h e October 31, 2011 expiration date has approached, CESI, through its

counsel, has communicated in a letter dated October 7, 2011 that it interprets the Consent Decree
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to mean that CESI is not obligated to pay Amerix the fees that are contemplated as the

termination fees due upon expiration of the Agreements. A t rue and accurate copy of the

October 7, 2011 letter is attached as Exhibit 6.

45. CE S I has further communicated an unambiguous belief that it has the right to

enforce the Consent Decree and has communicated an imminent intent to so. Id.

46. A me r ix has communicated to CESI in a letter dated October 7, 2011 that Amerix

disputes CESI's contention that it is not obligated to pay any fees in connection with its breach of

the Agreements and that CESI owes Amerix additional funds because of unreported Revenue. A

true and accurate copy of the October 7, 2011 letter is attached as Exhibit 7.

47. A n a c tual and justiciable controversy between Amerix and CESI presently exists

with respect to whether the arbitration clause in the Agreements (Addendum) applies to the

controversy between CESI and Amerix arising out of the enforceability and interpretation of the

Consent Decree.

48. A n a c tual and justiciable controversy between Amerix and CESI presently exists

with respect to the interpretation of the Consent Decree, and specifically with respect to how

paragraph 49 of the Consent Decree is to be interpreted.

CESI Breaches the Agreements

49. On S eptember 30, 2011, CESI President and CEO Diane Chen, sent Amerix a

letter stating that it did not intend to continue its relationship with Amerix after the expiration of

the Agreements on October 31, 2011. A true and accurate copy of this letter, hereinafter referred

to as the "Expiration Letter" is attached hereto as Exhibit S.

5 0. The Exp i r a t ion L e t ter f u r ther states that " both the l e t ter and sp i r i t o f t h e

[Maryland Consent Decree] entitles CESI to terminate the [Agreements] without obligation to
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pay any termination fees, even though CESI negotiated such fee amounts and benefited from

discounted upfront fees as a result thereof during the relationship. Ex. 8.

51. Dur ing the course of the parties' business dealings under the Agreements, CESI

received significant payments constituting Revenue from creditors of Clients that the Agreements

obligated it to pay to Amerix upon their expiration, including substantial Revenue from

CitiGroup. CESI has hidden these contributions from Amerix, is withholding Amerix's portion

of these fees, refuses to pay such portion to Amerix and, until just prior to the filing of this

Complaint, has even refused to provide Amerix with sufficient information about them for

Amerix to determine how much CESI is contractually obligated to pay.

52. CE S I unfairly and deceptively endeavored to hide this Revenue from Amerix.

53. CE S I deceived Amerix by not informing it of the Revenue it received from

creditors that was due and owing to Amerix pursuant to the Agreements, and acted unfairly and

deceptively by utilizing the imbalance of information and power to avoid paying Amerix its share

under the revenue sharing provisions of the Agreements.

54. CES I ' s deception aggravated the circumstances surrounding and attendant to

CESI's more general and ongoing breach of the Agreements.

C OUNT ONE: DECLARATORY JUDGM E N T

55. Pla i nt i ffs incorporate all of the allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs

as if fully restated herein.

Scope of the Agreements' Arbitration Provision

56. The Ad dendum provides that "c laims arising out o f o r r e lated to [ t he

Agreements]... will be settled by final and binding arbitration[.]" Ex. 2, $ 6.
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57. CE S I indicated that it is relying on its interpretation of the Consent Decree and the

enforcement thereof to justify its legal position in this dispute. See Ex. 6 and 8.

58. The Consent Decree did not arise from Amerix Agreements with CESI, and the

Addendum's arbitration clause does not extend to the issue of what effect, if any, the Consent

Decree or Consent Judgment has/have on Amerix's business or the affect, if any, on the

Agreements. Accordingly, Amerix seeks a declaration of its legal rights.

This matter constitutes an actual and justiciable controversy that is properly before the Court

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. )P 2201 et seq., in that a real controversy exists between the parties

regarding Amerix's rights and obligations pursuant to the Consent Decree or Consent Judgment.

Amerix therefore requests that the Court declare that because the Consent Judgment is wholly

unrelated to the Agreements, that any issue related to the Consent Judgment is not subject to

arbitration.

CESI's Standing to Enforce the Consent Decree

59. CE S I has communicated a belief that it has the authority and right to enforce the

Consent Decree and that the Consent Decree has the effect of allowing CESI to avoid payment of

the backend termination fee that it negotiated and the benefit of which CESI has already enjoyed

in the form of reduced upfront and interim service fees. See Ex. 6 and 8.

60. A me r i x 's position is that CESI has no standing to enforce the Consent Decree or

Consent Judgment in any respect or to use i t as a pretext on wh ich to be rel ieved from i t s

obligations under the Agreements. Accordingly, Amerix disputes the stated positions of CESI

and seeks a declaration of its legal rights.

61. Th i s matter constitutes an actual and justiciable controversy that is properly before

the Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. )) 2201 et seq., in that a real controversy exists between the
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parties regarding their rights, duties, and responsibilities under the Consent Decree or Consent

Judgment.

62. A mer i x therefore requests that the Court declare that CESI does not have standing

to enforce the Consent Decree or Consent Judgment, either in a court of law or arbitration, and

that the Consent Decree or Consent Judgment does not arise out of or affect the obligations of the

parties under the parties' Agreements.

Interpretation of the Consent Decree

63. CE S I has communicated a belief that it has the authority and right to enforce the

Consent Decree and that the Consent Decree has the effect of allowing CESI to avoid payment of

the backend termination fee that it negotiated and the benefit of which CESI has already enjoyed

in the form of reduced upfront and interim service fees. See Ex. 6. CESI has also indicated that

the "Early Termination Fees" or actual damages that it owes to Amerix constitute a "limitation of

its rights to cancel the Service Agreement" in violation of Paragraph 49 of the Consent Decree.

See Id.

64. A me r i x 's position is that the Consent Decree or Consent Judgment, including

Paragraph 49, does not prevent Amerix from either continuing to provide Services to Clients or,

if CESI insists that Amerix stop performing Services to current Clients that are in the Effective

Period, collecting all Revenue and fees owed to it pursuant to the Agreements, including Early

Termination Fee(s) or actual damages, which were specifically negotiated in connection with

Amerix's overall consideration for its Services and which CESI was obligated to pay at the

expiration of the Agreements. And, that Paragraph 49, which specifically states that it does not

prevent Amerix "from seeking to recover actual damages against a [CCA] arising from [its]

cancellation of any Service Agreement, including any costs that [Amerix] incurred in reliance
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that the [CCA] would fulfill its Service Agreement" supports the proposition that CESI owes to

Amerix any actual damages that Amerix incurs as a result of CESI's directive that Amerix stop

performing Services for existing Clients within the Effective Period; that the payment of service

fees were specifically negotiated and bargained for by Amerix in exchange for lower upfront and

interim fee payments by CESI, so that Amerix would be compensated for damages and losses it

would incur upon the expiration of the Agreements; and that if the Consent Decree or Consent

Judgment is interpreted to relieve CESI of i t s obligations to follow the payment system

contemplated in the Agreements, Amerix wil l lose the benefit of its bargain. Accordingly,

Amerix disputes the stated positions of CESI and seeks a declaration of its legal rights.

65. Th i s matter constitutes an actual and justiciable controversy that is properly before

the Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. )) 2201 et seq., in that a real controversy exists between the

parties regarding their rights, duties, and responsibilities under the Agreements and the Consent

Decree or Consent Judgment.

66. A mer i x t h erefore requests that the Court declare that nothing in the Consent

Decree or Consent Judgment prohibits Amerix from either continuing to perform Services for

Clients in the Effective Period subsequent to expiration of the Agreements and collecting related

Fee payments or, alternatively, from collecting the Early Termination Fee contemplated in

Paragraph 6B of the Amendment if CESI insists that Amerix immediately stop performing

Services for Clients in the Effective Period and transition those Clients immediately to CESI, or

that Amerix is entitled to claim and collect actual damages from CESI as articulated and alleged

herein above.
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COUNT TWO: BREACH OF CONTRACT

67. Pla i nt i ffs incorporate all of the allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs

as if fully restated herein.

68. CE S I has communicated and acted upon its refusal to abide by the terms of the

Agreements with respect to expiration of the Agreements and CESI's related obligations to

Amerix.

69. CE S I has violated and breached multiple terms and conditions set out in the

Agreements including, without limitation Paragraph 17 of the Service Agreement and Paragraph

6B of the Amendment, which speak to CESI's continuing obligations following expiration of the

Agreement or early termination of Amerix's performance of Services for existing Clients within

the Effective Period.

70. CES I ' s actions as stated herein constitute violations of Paragraph 3 of the Service

Agreement and Paragraph 6A of the Amendment, which provide that in consideration of the

Services to be provided by Amerix to CESI, CESI wil l pay to Amerix " the Service Fees

described in Schedule B and other fees and charges described in this Agreement," including a

certain percentage of Revenue it receives.

71. CE S I has also failed to fulfil l its obligation to pay the requisite percentage of

Revenue that it received during the life of the Agreements.

72. A me r ix has performed all obligations owed by it to CESI pursuant to the terms

and provisions of the Agreements and is entitled to enforce their provisions.

73. CE S I has breached the Agreements and has damaged and is continuing to actively

damage Amerix in an amount in excess of $75,000 to be determined at trial.
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COUNT THREE: VIOLATION OF N.C.G.S. gg 75.1-1 et seq.

74. Pl a i n t i ffs incorporate all of the allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs

as if fully restated herein.

75. A me r i x has learned that CESI has been receiving significant Revenue from

CitiGroup over the course of several years, and CESI failed to disclose this Revenue to Amerix

and denied that these amounts should be considered "Revenue" of which Amerix is owed a

percentage pursuant to the Agreements.

76. CE S I provided assurances to Amerix that it would comply with the Agreements

and pay the Revenues and other required fees to Amerix and knowingly extended the

Agreements, when CESI was concurrently and wrongfully withholding those payments and did

not disclose the existence of the Revenue from CitiGroup.

77. CESI a l so made certain payments to Amerix in connection with Revenue that it

received and explicitly or implicitly communicated that those payments were complete and that it

was aware of no additional Revenue from which fees owed to Amerix could or should be

derived. This behavior was deceptive because CESI knew that Amerix's ability to confirm

CESI's Revenue receipt was limited. CESI was uniquely situated to know what Revenue it

received and to perform its related payment obligations.

78. In ad d i t ion, CESI knowingly extended the Agreements for short extension

periods, after negotiating the terms of an updated service agreement, while secretly planning to

breach its obligations and deprive Amerix of its rights under the Agreements. Beginning in mid

2010, CESI and Amerix entered into discussions concerning an updated service agreement with

revised Service Fees requested by CESI. CESI and Amerix had multiple discussions and

exchanged numerous communications concerning the updated service agreement and revised
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Service Fees. Chen indicated at an in person meeting in August of 2010 that the updated service

agreement was acceptable. Amerix relied on this exchange and changed its Service Fees to

reflect the mutually agreed fees specified in the updated service agreement. Amerix

implemented these revised Service Fees effective September 1, 2010. In October 2010, CESI

indicated that it had tax related concerns in connection with the updated service agreement. At

that point, CESI indicated that it believed that its status as a non-profit would be in jeopardy if

CESI executed the updated service agreement.

79. CES I ' s conduct in fai l ing to make the requisite Revenue sharing payments

constitutes a breach of the parties' contract. However, CESI's deceptive behavior in hiding from

and refusing to inform Amerix of its receipt of the Revenue and its hiding of the fact that the

Revenue was tied to Clients that it serves and for whom Amerix performs Services constitutes an

aggravating factor that triggers North Carolina's Unfair and Deceptive Acts or Practices statute.

80. CESI further knowingly extended the Agreements and requested and received a

change in Service Fees, while it was secretly planning to deprive Amerix of the benefit of its

bargain. In addition, CESI's professed need to take these actions based on certain undefined IRS

directives concerning CESI's tax status were inaccurate and a mere pretext for CESI's underlying

desire to improperly deprive Amerix of its rights in order to fund CESI's future business plans.

81. Th e acts of CESI set forth above are in and affecting commerce in North Carolina,

had the tendency to deceive Amerix , and are unfair and deceptive practices that constitute

violations of N.C. Gen. Stat. )g 75-1.1 et seq.

82. The a c ts of CESI set forth above are extra-contractual in nature and they are not

subject to adjudication according to the Agreements' choice of law provision. They are subject
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to adjudication according to the laws of the state of North Carolina, including N.C. Gen. Stat ))

75-1.1, et seq.

83. A s a d i rect and proximate result of CESI's wrongful conduct, Amerix has been

damaged through the loss of fees, revenue, and income, and will continue to incur attorneys' fees

and costs in this action.

84. Th e unfair and deceptive trade practices engaged in by CESI entitle Amerix to an

award of damages in excess of $75,000; that the damages be trebled pursuant to statute and that

CESI be ordered to pay Amerix attorneys' fees in connection with prosecuting this claim

pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. )g 75-1.1 et seq.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray that:

1. This C o urt render a judgment declaring that controversies and issues

between the parties relating to or arising out of the North Carolina Consent Judgment are

not subject to arbitration;

2. This Court render a judgment declaring that CESI does not have standing to

enforce the North Carolina Consent Judgment;

3. This C ourt render a judgment declaring that the North Carolina Consent

Judgment does not operate to prohibit Amerix's collection of routine fees that were

negotiated at arms length and which serve as part of Amerix's benefit of its bargain with

CESI upon expiration of the Agreements;

4. Tha t j udgment be entered in favor of Plaintiffs on its breach of contract and

unfair and deceptive trade practices claims;

5. Tha t the court treble Plaintiffs' damages as allowed by law;
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6. That P laintiffs be granted its attorneys' fees and costs as allowed by law;

and

7. That i t be granted such other and further relief as this Court may deem

appropriate.

This the 28th day of October, 2011.

Respectfully submitted,

By: /s/ Christopher W. Jones
Christopher W. Jones, NCSB 27265
Amanda G. Ray, NCSB 37010
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
AMERIX CORPORATION and 3C
INCOPORATED
WOMBLE CARLYLE SANDRIDGE & RICE, LLP
150 Fayetteville Street, Suite 2100
PO Box 831
Raleigh, NC 27601
Telephone: 919.755.8173
Facsimile: 919.755.6180
Email: c ones I wcsr.com

David B. Hamilton
WOMBLE CARLYLE SANDRIDGE & RICE, LLP
250 West Pratt Street, Suite 1300
Baltimore, MD 21201
Telephone: 410.545.5850
Facsimile: 410.694.0871
Email: David.Hamilton@wcsr.corn
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